OOPS! We apologise for several errors in Our World No 69. The Koala’s roof’s next weight between 3 and 12 tonnes, not 300 tonnes. Also, the wrong credits were printed. The Bible verse on animals was Isaiah 40:8, not Isaiah 10.
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THE GAZELLE

GOD MADE IT ALL GOOD AGAIN.

Why bad things happen

In a world spoil by sin, lots of bad things happen, such as earthquakes, storms and floods. This is because sin affected the whole of God’s creation. Bad things also happen because people are still disobeying God—things like war, terrorism and crime. And millions of people don’t have enough food to eat. While we wait for God’s new world to come, we have to help make this world better. We can be kind and loving to others, and we can help charities like TEAR Fund and Christian Aid as they provide food and other help to poor people.

Cats aren’t always sweet!

Cats are loving and cuddly and make lovely pets. When they sit on your lap and purr it seems as though they would never harm anything. Yet when your cat goes outside, it is quite likely to catch birds or mice with its claws, and kill them with its sharp teeth. But in the beginning cats — including “big cats” like lions and tigers, and all the other animals — were loving and cuddly and no meat was allowed.

Did lions enjoy a salad?

It may be difficult to imagine a lion enjoying a salad, or a meal of vegetables, but during World War II it was possible! In London Zoo lions and tigers were given a variety of vegetables when their meat was not available. And in Bridgewater, Somerset, a collie dog called Bramble regularly dined at the age of 26. Bramble was a vegan—she ate no meat or milk products!
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